
Blythe Bridge Mill, Staffs (near Stoke on Trent) -  (also known as Blythemarsh 

Mill, and Holdcroft’s Mill)           Grid Ref: SJ 9589 4089        R. Blithe   

1. The man (aged probably in his 50’s and wearing a white coat) whom I 

met when I visited the mill on 11th June 1969, and who was so 

interesting and helpful, was Harry Holdcroft. Ten years or so later I got 

to know Harry better after he joined the Midland Wind and Water Mills 

Group. It would appear that he did quite well out of his business, as he 

used to arrive at meetings of the Group in a rather smart BMW. 

However, I suspect that the profits came more in dealing in grain rather 

than from the grinding. 

 

Knowing him came in handy once later (probably early to mid 1980’s). 

Stratford-upon-Avon District Council asked Midland Mills Group (or 

maybe it was SPAB) to advise on whether a small power-driven mill on a 

farm at Exhall, a hamlet near Alcester, should be made a listed building, 

though (apparently) it was already in a conservation area. When I went 

to inspect, the elderly farmer there was somewhat hostile, and inclined 

to send me away. He mentioned though that he had come from the 

Stoke-on-Trent area, and knew of a watermill at Blythe Bridge and was 

friendly with the miller. When I said I knew Harry Holdcroft, the 

atmosphere completely changed, and I was allowed in. The District 

Council did not accept our advice to list the building at Exhall, but when, 

in 1988, it was made into a dwelling, we were allowed to salvage the 

millstones and their hursts, one of which went to Charlecote Mill, and 

the other, a double one, was taken by Ironbridge Gorge Museums. 

 

2.  After my visit I wrote my recollections down on an SPAB watermill survey 

questionnaire form, which, however I never sent in. Since it is difficult to 

read in places I repeat the contents of it below (with clarifications in square 

brackets) – 

 “Information on this sheet is from Mr [Harry] Holdcroft, son and 

father of the two EJ Holdcrofts, except where it relates to machinery 

etc still in situ, all of which I saw myself. This form written evening 

11th June and morning 12th June from “mental notes” from visit”  



 Millpond of duckpond size. Mile long channel, says Mr H, turbine has 

not been used for a couple of years because the money saved on 

electricity would be more than used up keeping channel in order. 

Just by some rather suburban houses, backs on to fields. Soft red 

brick with, I think, some blue brick finishings. Mill is still working, 

driven by electric motor. [Layout plan – see above, redrawn from 

rough plan on SPAB form]   

 Present miller - Mr Holdcroft, my informant. Before him, also his 

father, EJ Holdcroft, after whom the firm is named [EJ Holdcroft & 

Sons]. Mr H’s son is also called EJ Holdcroft and is in partnership with 

him. 

 Date of erection: probably c 1800. The windows etc are fairly regular. 

No date tablet. Mr H thinks it was built by the local estate; no-one 

else would have the money to construct the channel and buy the 

water rights. 

 Holdcrofts have been millers for 100 years or so and came to the mill 

c 1920 from a steam mill in Blurton, a few miles away [on the edge of 

Stoke-on-Trent, near Wedgwoods’ factory]. The information [marked 

*] relates to the mill as it was then. The stones were taken out in the 

late 1920’s and replaced by a hammer mill which was run by the 

waterwheel and an electric motor running together. This was not 



very satisfactory; the waterwheel revolving at only eight or ten rpm 

and the hammer mill at c 3,500 meant that a slight slowing of the 

wheel was a great one of the mill; a turbine (see below ) was 

therefore installed about 1940 and worked [as mentioned above] 

until “a couple of years ago”. An electric motor was used coupled 

with the turbine (as with the waterwheel) i.e, both driving on to the 

same line shafting. Mr H said that the [water] wheel and its gearing 

was “of modern design as country mills go” and quite efficient, and 

replaced an earlier wooden wheel. The counter gears gave much 

more room to move than stones with spur gears would. 

 There used to be a potters’ materials mill just by the mill (apparently 

before Mr H’s time). He showed me several lumps of flint or other 

stone which were from the pans and were lying about round the mill 

yard: they were the moving pieces, not the bed stones, he explained, 

and showed me how smooth and somewhat rounded the surface of 

each one had become and how slightly curved marks or grooves had 

worn into them. 

 Mr H said that a convenient way to tell whether maize was ground 

sufficiently was to squeeze a bit in the hand. If it stood, it was fine 

enough. If it crumbled the stones would have to be lowered - ”just as 

good as these modern tests”.  

 *[Former] waterwheel [immediately before turbine installed]- one, 

presumably internal, though just possible roof was added later, it 

seems to me. High breast, water came in “at about 10 to” [10 o’clock 

position]. All iron, including buckets and (apparently ) shaft, except it 

had wooden sole boards. 15ft dm, about 5ft wide. Mr H said the 

wheel would drive 3 pairs [of stones] sometimes, but usually only 2 

pairs. 

 *[Former gearing] Counter gears. Wheelshaft carried a bevel gear 

about 12 ft diam: this drove a layshaft at right angles by a 2ft dm 

(about) bevel [gear]. Both these had steel [?iron] teeth. The stones 

were driven from these [=from the layshaft] by bevel [gears],’steel’ 

driving on to wood teeth. The layshaft was iron or steel. 

 *[Former] millstones. Four pairs in all, one pair peak, 3 pair [French] 

burr. Some pieces of burr stone with dressing visible remain in yard. 



Mr H said that the burr stones needed dressing every three or four 

weeks when business was good. Only grist not flour was ground in 

their time, except that they had ground some oatmeal when they 

first came to Blythe Bridge [presumably that was for “Staffordshire 

oatcakes”, a pancake-like speciality of parts of N. Staffs and parts of 

Derbyshire].  

 *Sack hoist. This is still in use [driven by electric motor] and is the 

oldest regularly used machinery: on top floor (3 floors), in the roof. 

Upper pulley of belt drive from below is iron, about (estimated) 5ft 

dm. The beam on which one bearing [sits] is raised by another lever 

with an iron connecting rod, much as [at] Weavers Mill, Stone [in this 

respect, but not otherwise]. This lever is held down (i.e, belt is  

tightened) by a wooden catch of large size. There are three ropes 

leading from the sack hoist: one to pull down lever, one to release 

catch and one to apply brake, which is a shoe under the (top) pulley. 

Mr H pointed out that the large size of the (upper) pulley meant that 

it tended to act as a flywheel and carried the sack up a little further 

on its own accord. This, he said, was convenient; it gave one time 

after releasing the lever or catch to get hold of the sack or hump it 

on one’s back (etc). He pointed out that the shaft of the upper pulley 

and drum was horizontal at rest but sloping when working. 

Nevertheless, as he demonstrated, it worked smoothly and “is only 

on its second belt since we have been here”. The factory inspector, 

he said, looks at the sack hoist for about ½ hour while it goes up and 

down. ”He can’t make out whether it is safe or not; I don’t think he 

has worked out how it works yet”. The mill also has a bulk intake 

plant, with an ingenious device (home-made from wood, string and 

steel) to stop the elevator motor when bin is full. 

 Interesting cleaner for corn [=grain, not necessarily maize], about 

size of a small wire machine with rings of (?) brass rod making up a 

cylinder which revolved and a cylindrical brush with its axis parallel 

against it [the cylinder] on the outside with bristles sticking through 

the rings (apparently stationary or idling). Man at mill said this 

cleaner seldom used now, but “we have used it once this year”  

[This machine, which is pictured in one of my colour slides was 



clearly a machine for taking long thin seeds such as grass seeds out 

of grain. Such seeds are difficult to remove on the normal 

reciprocating sieve because they tend to upend and go through the 

same holes as the grain] 

 Water turbine [still in position, but disused]. By Gilkes and Gordon of 

Kendal (inscription on it). Horizontal shaft, i.e, turbine in vertical 

plane; on site almost of waterwheel; the hole in wall for shaft of 

waterwheel is still visible. Casing about 3ft dm, control rod for vanes 

goes up to first floor of mill, where also is button for motor. NB 

vanes can also be closed by wheel just by turbine (ground floor) and 

both here and at the upstairs control homemade (at least upstairs is 

homemade and lower one is an addition) indicators 

of shut/open have been attached to control rods 

[see sketch rt traced from notes].  Power of the 

turbine, said Mr H, was about 14hp. Head: 5 ft about with 10ft 

suction pipe below. Drive from the turbine was by belt from the 

turbine shaft (pulley still in situ on the shaft) 

 Pentrough – concrete, wooden gate raised by central screw; [seemed to 

me] probably dates from installation of turbine. Overflow- a brick channel 

running into an open stream, gate of the same type as on pentrough.   

 

3. There was also a Bamfords’ crusher and a hammer mill in the mill, as 

marked on my sketch plan, and these presumably had originally been 

driven by the turbine as well as electricity. No doubt there was also a mixer 

and maybe other machines too, but I seem not to have taken a great 

interest in them. 

4. Staffordshire Past Track website has a photograph of part of the front of 

the mill, of which the original is presumably in Staffs Record Office 

somewhere. The picture shows the little wooden office in which I talked 

to Harry Holdcroft in 1969. 

5. There is an article by Barry Job entitled “A terrible machinery accident at 

Blythe Marsh Mill, Staffordshire” in Midland Mills Group journal no 25 

(2006). It relates to a lady miller being crushed to death there in 1907, 

and gives a lot of detail about the mill.  

John Bedington, 2021.  



 

 

My photos and other items relating to this note are – 

 Printed items: E.J.Holdcroft & Sons envelope (between 1976 and 1982). 

B/W photos: Taken 11th June 1969 – ST74a, front of mill; ST74b, rear of mill 

turbine end; ST74c, device for operating elevator motor. 

Colour slides: Taken 11th June 1969 – ST an 1, Wing off mill, turbine side of mill,  

head end in distance; ST an 2 the turbine (end), showing shaft and controls; ST 

an 3, Upper pulley of sack hoist; ST an 4 “remote control” for turbine; ST an 5, 

grain cleaner. 

And scan of rough plan of site (1969, as in this note, larger scale. 

 


